The M2-D Micro Gimbal is a revolution in gyro stabilized technology. The M2-D is unbelievably compact at 3" tall and a mere 2" in diameter. Don't let the small size fool you this potent gimbal is fully gyro stabilized and packs sensor technologies previously only available in much larger payloads. The M2-D has a high resolution thermal imaging sensor with digital zoom integration that lets you capture stable video in total darkness. For daytime operations the gimbal boasts a full color visual camera with OPTICAL 6X zoom to ~4 degrees. The optical zoom is then enhanced with digital zoom integration for the ultimate in stable long range imaging. With our stabilization and unique zoom technology you can easily read license plates from 500' stand off distance.

### Advanced Features for Any Application

- **Advanced Target Tracking**: Utilizing a highly accurate processing module the M2-D is capable of unprecedented ground target tracking.
- **Digital Video Recording**: Video recording module lets you record high quality digital video onboard your platform direct from the M2-D.
- **IP Based Video Compression**: The M2-D compression module converts the system to IP based format for easy integration into IP network platforms.
- **Static / Retractable Mounts**: M2-D lineup includes a variety of static shock absorbing mounting fixtures as well as an advanced retractable mount.
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**Low Cost Day / Night Imaging in a Micro Gyro Stabilized Gimbal**
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